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Abstract

High-energy synchrotron X-ray diffraction experiments are used to perform local crack plane strain profiling of 4140 steel compact
tension specimens fatigued at constant amplitude, subjected to a single overload cycle, then fatigued some more at constant amplitude.
X-ray strain profiling results on a series of samples employing in-situ load cycling are correlated with the crack growth rate (da/dN) pro-
viding insight into the da/dN retardation known as the ‘‘overload effect’’. Immediately after the overload, the strain under maximum
load is greatly reduced but the range of strain, between zero and maximum load, remains unchanged compared to the pre-overload val-
ues. At the point of maximum retardation, it is the strain range that is greatly reduced while the maximum-load strain has begun to
recover to the pre-overload value. For a sample that has recovered to approximately half of the original da/dN value following the over-
load, the strain at maximum load is fully recovered while the strain range, though partially recovered, is still substantially reduced. The
dominance of the strain range in the overload effect is clearly indicated. Subject to some assumptions, strong quantitative support for a
crack growth rate driving force of the suggested form [(Kmax)1�p(DK)p]c is found. A dramatic nonlinear load dependence in the spatial
distribution of the strain at maximum retardation is also demonstrated: at low load the response is dominantly at the overload position;
whereas at high loads it is dominantly at the crack tip position. This transfer of load response away from the crack tip to the overload
position appears fundamental to the overload effect for high R-ratio fatigue as studied here.
� 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Attempts to quantitatively understand the growth rate
of fatigue cracks in response to cyclic loading have a long
history [1–3]. Since fatigue crack growth involves localized
fracture at the crack tip, it depends intrinsically upon the
local internal strain–stress fields and accumulated damage

in the vicinity of the tip. The modeling work in this area
has been carried forward with great resourcefulness despite
the lack of clear, direct experimental data to provide funda-
mental guidance on these crucial local strain–stress fields.
The purpose of this paper is to directly correlate variations
in crack growth rate with variations in the local strains
around the crack tip. The crack growth rate retardation
after a single overload cycle in an otherwise constant
amplitude fatigue experiment (see for example Fig. 1b) will
serve as a vehicle for this comparison [4–7]. Understanding
the important overload effect is also a first step in the
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direction of understanding fatigue crack growth under
arbitrary variable amplitude loading conditions.

Previously, we have described the ongoing development
of high-energy synchrotron radiation X-ray diffraction
techniques to map local strain fields in general [8], and in
the vicinity of fatigue cracks in particular [9]. In this paper,
we apply these techniques to a series of 4140 steel compact
tension (CT) specimens which have been fatigued at con-
stant amplitude, subjected to a single overload cycle then
subsequently fatigued to various crack extensions beyond
the overload point (see for example Fig. 1). The choices
of samples and in-situ loading studies in this paper were
based upon the measured crack growth rate curve specific
to our samples, shown in Fig. 1b. For all of the samples,
high spatial resolution measurements of the systematic var-
iation of the eyy strain component in the crack plane, along
a line spanning the crack tip position, have been made.
Here, as in our previous work [9], the external load is
applied along the y-direction. The crack plane was defined
by y = 0; the crack tip is at x = 0, unless otherwise noted
herein; and all measurements are made over a small gauge
volume in the center (z = 0) of the CT plate. Following our
previous work, we have substantially increased the spatial
resolution of our strain measurements with the x–y cross-
section of our gauge volume being routinely 50 · 50 lm2

in the vicinity of the crack tip. The data will show that such
high resolution is essential to reveal some of the fine struc-
tural details of the strain fields in the vicinity of the crack
tip.

We have also measured eyy profiles in-situ in the spec-
trometer with the CT samples under external (static) loads
corresponding to various load levels in the constant ampli-
tude, and overload cycle, fatigue processes. Specifically the
changes in the strain profiles Deyy with changing load will
be addressed here. This allows us to probe the crucial strain
field response to these load levels before, during, after, and
well-after the overload cycle. Mindful of the tri-axial char-
acter of the stresses in these systems we will assume, for ini-
tial interpretation purposes, that the behavior of the strains
eyy and D eyy can be used as indicators of the behavior of
the stresses ryy and Dryy and of the crack tip stress intensi-
ties Kmax and DK.

2. Experimental materials and preparation

The samples used in this study are 4 mm thick 4140 steel
compact tension (CT) specimens as described in Ref. [5].
The material is in the normalized condition and the speci-
men orientation is L-T. Crack length was measured via the
dc potential drop method and ASTM E647 procedures.
The fatigue preparations of the various samples are sum-
marized schematically in Fig. 1. All specimens were first
precracked to a crack length of 25.4 mm under constant
amplitude fatigue conditions with: Kmax = 39.6 MPa m1/2;
and Kmin = RKmax with R = 0.1. At the 25.4 mm crack
length discussed here the corresponding applied load used
to generate Kmax was Fmax = 3.8 kN. A test sample was

then subjected to an overload with FOL = 2Fmax and subse-
quently fatigued again at constant K = Kmax to propagate
the crack through the overload damaged region (see
Fig. 1a for a schematic of this cycle sequence). The crack
growth rate curve, da/dN (where N is the number of fatigue
cycles) for this test sample is shown in Fig. 1b, normalized
to the pre-overload crack growth rate. This da/dN curve
shows the typical overload retardation affect [4–7]. This
curve was used to estimate the crack lengths to which the
cracks in subsequent samples should be grown in order
to explore the strain fields corresponding to key points
on the da/dN. A schematic of the samples prepared, and
subsequent in-situ loading experiments is shown in
Fig. 1a. The samples prepared were: a constant amplitude
fatigue sample (denoted FS in the figure); a constant ampli-
tude fatigue sample with a terminal overload cycle
(denoted OL); and two samples which were fatigued, over-
loaded, and further fatigued to crack lengths correspond-
ing to maximum da/dN retardation (denoted max-ret),
and approximately 50% recovery to the pre-overload
growth rate (denoted 50%-ret).

Fig. 1a. A schematic of loading sequence preparation for the specimens
for this study The red arrows indicate the points where various samples
were prepared by stopping in the fatigue sequence. The dotted rectangles
indicate the regions in the fatigue process where in situ loading
experiments were carried out. The max-ret and 50%-ret points occur,
respectively at �6(10)3 and �2(10)4 cycles beyond the overload point. (For
interpretation of the references in colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 1b. The crack growth rate da/dN plotted versus crack length, a, for a
4140 steel compact tension (CT) sample fatigued under constant ampli-
tude conditions with an overload cycle. The crack length is referenced with
respect to the crack length at overload aOL = 25.4 mm and da/dN is
normalized to the pre-overload crack growth rate of 2.05 (10)�4 mm/cycle.
The dotted boxes indicate the portion of the curve corresponding to the
four specimens that were examined via EDXRD and the arrows indicating
the regions where in-situ load experiments were carried out.
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2.1. Experimental: synchrotron EDXRD

Details of the application of synchrotron based energy
dispersive X-ray diffraction (EDXRD) to measurement of
local strain fields in general [8] and in the vicinity of fatigue
cracks were discussed in a previous articles by the authors
[9]. Note that a review of the literature X-ray for strain
analysis also appeared in these papers [8,9]. The technique
exploits the high intensity, high-energy white beam (30–
200 KeV) X-rays of the X17 wiggler beamline at the Brook-
haven National Synchrotron Light Source. In EDXRD,
the incident beam and detector remain fixed at the desired
fixed scattering angle 2h (with 2h = 12� in our experi-
ments). A spectrum simultaneously spanning a set of Bragg
diffraction lines is collected using a solid-state Ge detector.
The energy of a Bragg line, Ehkl, is related to the spacing,
dhkl, between of atomic planes in the material by the rela-
tion Ehkl = 6.199/[sin(h)dhkl] where {hkl} are the Miller
indices identifying the crystalline planes, Ehkl is in KeV
and dhkl is in Å. Fitting a given Bragg line allows the pre-
cision determination of its center of gravity (in energy)
and the calculation of the dhkl lattice plane spacing. Varia-
tions in the atomic plane spacing from position to position
in a specimen are then determined from the shifts in dhkl, as
determined from the Bragg line energy shift. In the strain
variations reported here, the shifts of the most intense
(h = 3, k = 2, l = 1) line were used. Using other Bragg
lines, a statistical average of a collection of Bragg lines
[8,9], or full pattern fitting procedures [10–12] produce sim-
ilar results. The strain variation from position to position
in the sample is then determined from the shifts in Bragg
peak energy via the relation ehkl = (Dd/d0)hkl = (DE/E0)hkl

as the sample is translated through the beam. Here
Dd = d � d0 is the change in the lattice plane spacing, d0

is the lattice spacing of the stress-free materials,
DE = E0 � E is the corresponding Bragg peak shift and
E0 is the center of gravity of peak of the stress-free material
[8,9]. A point far from the crack tip was chosen to deter-
mine the E0 value. Measurements on Bragg lines with dif-
fering hkl yielded essentially identical results indicating
that anisotropies in the strain (i.e., variations in ehkl with
differing hkl) are not crucial in the problem/material at
hand and the hkl subscript will be suppressed henceforth.
Our previous work [8,9] involved both multiple and single
Bragg line analysis. Recent synchrotron work by other
groups mapping facets of the strain fields around fatigue
cracks, differing from those presented in this paper, should
also be noted [10–12].

The incident beam consists of highly parallel radiation
that is tightly collimated to a cross-section as small as
50 lm · 50 lm near the crack tip. Further from the tip,
where high-resolution is not crucial the slits were expanded
to 100 lm parallel to the crack in order to increase the
counting rates. The diffracted beam path was also highly
collimated thereby defining a small gauge volume in the
specimen over which the interatomic plane spacing was
being measured. It is important to note that the stability

of the rigidly fixed incident and scattering beam paths
enables both the high spatial resolution of the strain varia-
tion in the specimen and the high precision determination
of the interatomic spacings (Dd/d less than ±0.0001).

High spatial resolution measurements around fatigue
cracks are greatly facilitated by indexing the in-situ posi-
tion measurements to the fatigue crack itself. This crack
based positioning is accomplished by measuring the beam
intensity transmitted through the translated sample, and
constructing a radiographic transmission profile. Such
transmission profiles enabled precision location the crack
and the crack tip in the X-ray beam. Uncertainties in the
tip position were roughly ±0.05 mm.

Since X-ray diffraction methods measure inter-atomic
spacings, our measurements are sensitive to elastic strain
only, and not directly related to plastic deformations. In
a sense, the inter-atomic spacings can be thought of as
embedded local strain gauges which are ‘‘read’’ by X-ray
diffraction. The presence of plasticity is evidenced by the
local elastic strains in the absence of external load or the
failure of the elastic strains to respond fully to an external
applied load. Examples of both of these effects will be seen
below.

In order to measure strain profiles of cracked specimens
while under load in-situ, a fixture was constructed to open
the crack mouths by using a jack screw. The load at the
screw pivot point was measured by a digital Transducer
Techniques load monitor. A typical strain profile at a given
load would entail about 3 h data collection time.

3. Residual strains

Fig. 2 shows high resolution profiles of the residual (i.e.,
zero applied load) eyy strain component. These profiles are
in the crack plane and along the crack propagation direc-
tion. The profile labeled FS and OL are, respectively for
a constant amplitude fatigued specimen and a similarly
fatigued specimen with a terminal overload of magnitude
FOL = 2Fmax.

The point labeled 1 in the figure lies in the wake zone
behind the crack tip. The presence of a narrow region
adjoining the crack flanks, where eyy manifested a sharp
negative anomaly, was noted in a previous work by the
authors [9]. Subsequent work has clearly shown that this
wake region is characterized by a strong anisotropy with
exx manifesting a sharp positive anomaly. The region
labeled 2 in the figure marks a positive upturn in eyy which
is consistently observed upon approaching the crack tip
from the crack (x < 0) direction.

The features labeled 3 indicate the process zone plastic
region in the vicinity of the crack tip. In the inset of Fig. 2,
an expanded view offers a better picture of the large-nega-
tive-peak strain anomaly, characteristic of the process zone.
In the constant amplitude fatigued case (FS), the crack tip is
just before the sharp drop in eyy, which marks the entrance
into the process zone, and the width of the process zone fea-
ture is approximately 0.15 mm (see figure inset). In the case
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of the overload sample (OL), the crack tip was determined to
be in the center of the very large OL process zone feature,
and the width of the process zone has expanded to about
0.6 mm.

The residual eyy strain profiles exhibit a maximum
labeled 4-FS and 4-OL in the figure for the constant ampli-
tude and overload cases, respectively. These points mark
the farthest extent in front of the crack tip of the mono-
tonic plastic zone and occur at distances of about
0.27 mm and 3.0 mm for the constant amplitude and over-
load cases, respectively. The spatial extent of the mono-
tonic plastic zone is approximately equal to the spatial
extent of the overload crack growth retardation effect
(see Fig. 1b). This is consistent with long standing notions
that the retardation ceased as the crack tip exited the
monotonic plastic zone [4–7]. Beyond the monotonic zone
the residual strain is presumed to be elastic.

In the inset of Fig. 2 we have also included the residual
eyy strain profile for the post overload sample, for which
the crack growth rate has recovered to approximately
50% of the pre-overload rate (the 50%-ret sample). In this
case, the crack tip position has been displaced to
x � 1.4 mm and the overload position has been aligned at
x = 0 to coincide with the original OL sample overload
position. Interestingly, the overload feature for the 50%-
ret sample is not only equal in strength but actually
appears somewhat stronger than in the original OL sample.
In view of the fact that these are different samples, and that
the overload feature decreases rapidly in amplitude if one

moves slightly away from the crack plane [9] the differences
in the overload feature will be neglected here. The process
zone feature for the 50%-ret sample is at x � 1.5 mm
(labeled 3–50%) and can be seen to closely resemble the fea-
ture for the constant amplitude case. This is consistent with
the substantial recovery of the strain fields in the vicinity of
the crack tip in this well-after-overload sample.

3.1. In-situ load sequence through overload

Fig. 3 shows the eyy strain profiles for a fatigued sample
cycled in-situ through a fatigue cycle (between F = 0 and
Fmax), an overload cycle (to F = FOL = 2Fmax), and a post
overload cycle (between F = 0 and Fmax). The dwell time to
collect the diffraction data at each point in the load cycle
was approximately 3 h. The residual (F = 0) strains profiles
have been discussed at length above so we will concentrate
on the overload cases here.

As mentioned in the introduction, we assume that the
behavior of the measured elastic strains eyy (and D eyy)
can be used as an indicator of the behavior of the full inter-
nal stresses ryy (and Dryy). Moreover, we assume that the
extrapolation/evaluation of eyy and Deyy to/at the position
of the crack tip can be used to infer the behavior of the
crack growth parameters Kmax and DK. Hence, the very
important observation that the magnitude of eyy at
F = Fmax after the overload [eyy(am) in figure] is dramati-
cally suppressed with respect to the eyy at F = Fmax before
the overload [eyy(am) in figure]. Namely, it argues in favor

Fig. 2. The residual (F = 0) eyy strain profiles for: the constant amplitude fatigued sample (FS), the fatigued sample with an overload (OL) of magnitude
FOL = 2Fmax, and the 50%-ret sample. The first two profiles are in the main part of the figure, and are shown again an expanded view in the inset with the
50%-ret profile included. Unless otherwise stated in this and subsequent figures, the following conventions are followed: the crack tip is at x = 0 with the
crack extending in the x < 0 direction; and the strain profiles are along the crack propagation direction (x) and in the y = 0, crack plane. In order to
illustrate the movement of the crack tip through the OL induced strain field in this figure only the 50%-ret strain profile has been displaced to align the OL
feature at x = 0 and the crack tip is at x = 1.4 mm.
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of an immediate suppression of the stress at the tip and the
parameter Kmax after the overload. While the presence of
the residual stresses after an overload has made this sup-
pression of Kmax expected on theoretical grounds our
experimental results provide very real and direct support
for it as well as an estimate of its relative magnitude.

Under load, the eyy strain profiles for both the F = Fmax

and F = FOL cases show large enhancements approaching
the crack tip from the front (the positive x-direction).
Under an external force, the purely elastic stress compo-
nent, ryy, manifests a x�1/2 singularity approaching the
crack tip from the front and its conjugate strain would
be expected to reflect similar behavior. Of course residual
stresses and/or plastic deformation will modify this singu-
lar behavior. In fact the residual stresses present before
and after the applied load cause a very substantial devia-
tion from pure elastic singular behavior. As will be seen
below, however, the strain range, in which the residual
strain is subtracted, does appear to manifest the singular
functional form over a reasonable length scale.

3.2. Strain range response before, after and during the

overload

Since the crack tip growth driving force depends upon
both Kmax and DK [13], it is useful to consider also the
quantitative load induced changes in the eyy profiles.
Accordingly in the lower inset in Fig. 3 we show the differ-
ence (or strain range) profiles, Deyy, obtained by subtract-
ing the F = 0 curve from the F = Fmax curves displayed in

the main part of Fig. 3. Both the before, Deyy(b), and after
D eyy(a), overload strain ranges are displayed. In addition a
De0yyðOLÞ curve is also shown in the inset of Fig. 3. For
De0yyðOLÞ it was assumed that the residual strain after the
overload was created by the overload application and that
therefore De0yyðOLÞ ¼ ½eyyðOLÞ � eyyða0Þ�=2. This is equiva-
lent to treating the overload cycle (F = FOL to F = 0) on
the same basis as the constant amplitude (F = Fmax to
F = 0) cycles. The additional factor of 1/2 in the definition
of De0yyðOLÞ is to account for the fact that FOL = 2Fmax

(rather than just Fmax) for the purpose of comparison to
the other Deyy curves obtained with F = Fmax. Note that
here, and in the data analysis below, spline fitting of the
data to define a continuous function for subtraction pur-
poses was used, when needed, for calculating differences
in eyy profiles. All data points shown on the curves were
actual data collection points of either (or both) the loaded
or residual strain profile.

It is important to note that both the maximum ampli-
tude and the overall x-dependence of the strain range Deyy

curves are almost identical before [Deyy(b)] and after
[Deyy(a)] the overload cycle. Indeed, with the above defined
normalization, the behavior of De0yyðOLÞ closely resembles
the other [D eyy] curves except for some plasticity induced
rounding of the peak at the crack tip position. Again
assumption that behavior of Deyy provides an indicator of
the behavior of Dryy, leads to the inference that the D eyy

behavior at the tip should reflect the behavior of the DK
fatigue parameter. Hence, the fact that D eyy is essentially
unchanged immediately after the overload suggests that

Fig. 3. The eyy strain profiles for a constant amplitude fatigued sample before, during, and after an overload cycle. The load sequence (applied load, F,
versus time, t) is illustrated in the upper inset schematic. The fact that this data was collected with statically applied loads has been emphasized in this
schematic by the flat tops and bottoms on the saw-tooth load curve. The strain profiles shown are for: the before overload F = Fmax (bm) and F = 0 (b0)
conditions; the after overload F = Fmax (am) and F = 0 (a0) conditions; as well as the F = FOL = 2Fmax (OL) condition. Inset (lower) This inset shows a
series of strain ranges: Deyy = [eyy (atF = Fmax ) � eyy (atF = 0)] for both the before overload (b) and after overload (a) conditions; and the overload
De0yyðOLÞ ¼ ½eyy ðat F ¼ F OLÞ � eyy ðat F ¼ 0 at a0Þ�=2. In the case of De0yyðOLÞ it should be noted that the strain range has been divided by a factor of two
because the applied load FOL = 2Fmax and it was desired to compare to the other strain ranges obtained at the load of Fmax.
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DK behaves similarly. On the other hand, Deyy will be seen
to be suppressed after crack growth beyond the overload.
This will suggest that while DK is undiminished immedi-
ately after the overload, it is suppressed after subsequent
crack growth beyond the overload.

3.3. Singular behavior in the strain range response

As alluded to above, purely elastic response predicts an
x�1/2 behavior in the stress, where x is the distance from the
crack tip. However, deviations from this would be expected
in real materials due to plasticity of the crack tip. By con-
sidering Deyy one subtracts the residual strain and looks
only at the material’s local response to the imposed force.
In the case at hand, we will look for linear behavior as x

approaches zero (the crack tip), in De�2
yy plotted versus x

in order to test for �x�1/2 type scaling [see Ref. [14]].
Additionally, two effects preclude looking for this singu-

lar behavior too far in front of the tip. First, in the compact
tension (CT) geometry there is a node in ryy and conse-
quently a linear far field strain, passing through zero, far
in front of the tip. Secondly, small variations in the choice
of the zero stress inter-atomic lattice spacing, which are a
negligible fraction of the large near-tip strains, could make
large fractional contributions in the far field. Referring to
the data in Fig. 3, the strain field magnitude and nonlinear
curvature is suggestive of �x�1/2 behavior for x less than
about 2.5 mm.

Fig. 4 shows De�2
yy versus x plots for the same three cases,

plotted in Fig. 3-inset; the before-OL [D eyy(bm)] case, the
before-OL [D eyy(am)] case, and the at-OL½De0yyðOLÞ� case.
In Fig. 4 the De�2

yy behavior both before (b) and after (a) the
overload appears to be linear with x (for x somewhat below
1.2 mm) as the crack tip is approached (see the dashed lines
and the figure illustrating the scaling behavior). Despite the
very large residual stress after the overload, the De0yyðOLÞ�2

plot also manifests scaling behavior over a larger x-range
(up to x � 2 mm). Interestingly the De0yyðOLÞ�2 plot also
superimposes with the Deyy(am)�2 plot as the crack tip is
approached. This behavior is not surprising in view of

the fact that the De0yyðOLÞ and Deyy(am) curves in Fig. 3-
inset superimpose for wide ranges of x. Thus, it appears
that the elastic singular behavior approaching the crack
tip from the front is reflected in the change in eyy induced
by the applied external load.

3.4. Maximum retardation sample strain response to load

In Fig. 5 the eyy strain profiles for the max-ret sample for
loads of F = 0, Fmax, and Fmax/2 are shown. As expected,
the Fmax profile manifests a large positive eyy peak at the
crack tip. In contrast, the F = 0 profile shows a strong neg-
ative peak at the position where the 2Fmax overload (OL)
was applied, with only a small peak type structure in the
vicinity of the tip position. The intermediate load Fmax/2
profile shows a dramatic decrease in the OL strain feature
along with a more modest positive displacement (relative to
the F = 0 profile) in the tip region.

3.5. Strain range response: maximum retardation sample

In the inset of Fig. 5, we show the strain range profiles,
D eyy, obtained by subtracting various curves in Fig. 5. The
‘‘Deyy for DFtot’’ curve represents the x-dependence of the
shift in the eyy strain between F = 0 and F = Fmax. The Deyy

for DFtot curve very clearly manifests two strong positive
peaks, one at the overload x-position, and one at the crack
tip x-position. There is also a longer range falloff in this
strain range in front of the crack tip.

The data in Fig. 5 makes it possible to break down the
strain range response into contributions from a lower-
range applied force change, DFlow (from F = 0 to
F = Fmax/2), and from a higher-range applied force change,
DFhigh (from F = Fmax/2 to F = Fmax). The strain range
response in the low force region (see ‘‘Deyy for D Flow’’ in
figure) shows a dramatic peak at the overload x-position
with a longer range falloff in the positive x-direction. In
particular it should be noted that there is no strong feature
in the strain range low force response at the crack tip posi-
tion. Interestingly, the strain range response in the high
force region (see ‘‘D eyy for DFhigh’’ in figure) shows a sim-
ilarly dramatic peak, now located at the x-position of the
crack tip with a longer range falloff beyond the tip. There
is no strong feature in the strain range high force response
at the overload x-position. Thus, our results support a
bifurcation in load response: between F = 0 and
F = Fmax/2 the strain range response is dominated by mod-
ifications in the OL spatial region; whereas between
F = Fmax/2 and F = Fmax, the strain range response is dom-
inated by modifications at the crack tip.

Motivated by the striking disparity observed in the low
versus high load strain response, we have performed a
more detailed sequence of strain profiles at various load
levels (see Fig. 6). Due to beam time constraints, these pro-
files were collected with somewhat lower spatial resolution
(e.g., 60 · 60 lm2 x–y cross-section and �500 lm extent in
the z-depth direction). In the figure, the OL feature is seen

Fig. 4. Plots of 1=De2
yy versus x in the region just in front of the crack tip

where a square root singularity in the purely elastic behavior is
anticipated. Deyy = [eyy (atF = Fmax ) � eyy(atF = 0)] for both the before
(b) and after (a) overload conditions. In addition the at-overload strain
range 1=De0yyðOLÞ2 is plotted.
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to be rapidly suppressed under load and evolves from a
sharp negative peak at F = 0, toward a modest positive
and negative peak pair at high load. At the tip position,
the peak-feature response onsets nonlinearly at loads above
Fmax/2.

The load induced strain range, (with respect to the F = 0
strains) at the OL, tip, and �1 mm positions are plotted
versus fractional load in the inset of Fig. 6. The ratios of
the low load responses (see dashed lines in the figure) are
1:2:6.5 at the �1 mm, tip, and OL positions, respectively.
The high-load strain range clearly saturates at a limit at
the OL position while it is enhanced at the tip position.

These results illustrate in detail how the strain field
response switches with applied load, i.e., the OL-region
dominates the response at low-load; and the crack tip
region dominates at higher loads. Inferring the behavior
of the stress fields from these elastic strain behaviors, it
appears that the stress concentration at the crack tip is
reduced at low loads due to the dominant role of the OL
region. Furthermore, at high loads, the influence of the
OL region is diminished as the crack tip stress fields
become dominant. Thus, these results indicate a nonlinear
load dependent transfer of stress concentration between the
OL region and the crack tip region is associated with the
post overloading behavior.

3.6. 50% Retardation sample strain and strain range

response to load

Fig. 7 shows a plot of the eyy strain profiles for the 50%-
ret. sample in the cases of zero load (F = 0), and of
F = Fmax. As a reminder, this is a specimen that was sub-
jected to an overload, then further fatigued with the con-
stant pre-overload amplitude, and finally the fatiguing
was stopped when da/dN had recovered to about 50% of
its baseline value. Thus, this specimen represents effects
midway between full retardation and baseline fatigue.
The strain range, Deyy, computed, as usual, by subtracting
the F = 0 profile from the F = Fmax profile also is shown.
The overload feature at x � �1.4 mm is prominent in the
residual (F = 0) strain profile and is suppressed in the
loaded F = Fmax profile. Consequently the strain range,
Deyy, manifests a large peak at the overload position. This
is reminiscent of the behavior of the max-ret sample but

Fig. 6. A series of strain profiles (measured at somewhat lower spatial
resolution) at five load levels between F = 0 and F = Fmax. Dashed lines
indicate the OL and tip positions as well as a position �1 mm beyond the
tip. Inset: the strain range, relative to the zero load strain versus load for
these three positions.

Fig. 5. The eyy strain profiles for the max-ret sample for zero external load (F = 0), for the maximum constant amplitude load fatigue load Fmax, and for
Fmax/2. The positions at which the overload (OL) was applied and of the crack tip are indicated. The inset illustrates the load points in the fatigue cycle
where the data was collected. Note that this data was collected with statically applied loans. Inset: the ‘‘differential’’ strain profiles D eyy for the max-ret
sample obtained by subtracting the eyy profiles at different loads shown in the main figure. Specifically: for the ‘‘Deyy for DFtot’’ case the F = 0 curve was
subtracted from the F = Fmax curve; for the ‘‘Deyy for DFlow’’ case the F = 0 curve was subtracted from the F = Fmax/2 curve; and for the ‘‘Deyy for DFhigh’’
case the F = Fmax/2 curve was subtracted from the F = Fmax curve.
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with the overload feature now displaced far enough from
the tip feature to be totally resolved. It should be noted
that the sharp structure in Deyy near x = �1.6 mm appears
to result from experimental data scatter, amplified by sub-
tracting the two curves.

4. Comparison of samples

We will now draw together and compare our strain pro-
file results on the various samples under various load con-
ditions. In Fig. 8a we compare the eyy residual (F = 0)
strain profiles of the various pre-and post-overload samples
studied here, with the convention that the crack tip is at
x = 0. The overload strain feature is characterized by a
large negative peak in eyy and this feature moves from
x = 0 (for the immediately after overload curve), to

x � �0.4 mm (for the max-ret curve), and to x � �1.4 mm
(for the 50%-ret curve) as the crack tip progressively prop-
agates farther from the OL point. As previously noted, the
process zone anomaly of the 50%-ret has almost recovered
the same characteristic narrow negative anomaly in eyy,
observed for the before-OL sample. This is readily appar-
ent here by their superposition.

In Fig. 8b we plot together the eyy strain profiles under
the load of F = Fmax for the before-OL, after-OL, max-
ret, and 50%-ret samples/conditions. In addition, eyy strain
profile under the OL of F = FOL = 2Fmax, is included for
reference. The large suppression of the eyy strain from
before the overload to immediately after the overload is
obvious in these curves. The slow recovery of the eyy strain
upon moving from the after-OL, to the max-ret and still
further to the 50%-ret conditions can also be seen. The val-
ues of these curves at the local maximum, near the crack tip
(i.e., near x = 0), will be referred to below.

In Fig. 8c, we plot the Deyy strain range profiles for the
before-OL, after-OL, max-ret, and 50%-ret samples/condi-
tions. Several points should be noted here: (1) there is no
change between the Deyy curves before and immediately
after the overload; (2) the max-ret D eyy curve is both dra-
matically suppressed relative to the before-OL curve, and
has one peak at the crack tip position and another at the
overload position; (3) there is a recovery (near the crack
tip position) in the 50%- ret Deyy curve toward the behavior
of the before-OL curve and the OL peak is well separated
from the crack tip peak.

Since local stress acting at the crack tip controls the
crack propagation rate, we plot in Fig. 9 the values of
eyy(F = 0), eyy(F = Fmax), D eyy (F = 0 to F = Fmax) and
eyy(ave) obtained from the local maxima of the curves (near
x = 0) in the previous three figures. For reference the single
point at eyy(F = FOL) is also plotted. (Here the crack length
relative to the overload position was measured both from
the strain field data and by microscopy.) The immediate
suppression of eyy(F = Fmax) by the overload with a slow

Fig. 7. The eyy strain profiles for the 50%-ret. sample, for zero external
load (F = 0), and for F = Fmax. Also shown is the strain range profile Deyy.
The inset shows a schematic of the applied load, F, versus time, t, and
identifies the load points where the data were collected.

Fig. 8a. A comparison of the eyy residual (F = 0) strain profiles for the before-OL, after-OL, max-ret. , and 50%-ret. samples/conditions. The position of
the OL feature can be seen to move progressively behind the propagating tip.
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recovery can be seen. The immediate introduction of a
large negative strain after the overload in the residual
eyy(F = 0) strain is clear, along with the rather rapid recov-
ery to nearer pre-overload levels. Finally, the delay in the
suppression of the Deyy(F = 0 to F = Fmax) curve until the
maximum retardation condition with a subsequent recov-
ery should be noted. In order to compare fractional
changes in these quantities we will, in what follows, nor-
malize them to the values they had immediately before
the overload.

4.1. Potential strain field result insights into the OL crack

growth retardation effect

We now wish to summarize our strain field measure-
ments in a way that might shed additional light on the
retardation of crack growth produced by the overload.
Fig. 10 shows an expanded plot of the normalized crack
growth rate shown in Fig. 1b. This normalized curve makes
immediately visible the fractional magnitude of the OL

Fig. 8b. A comparison of the eyy strain profiles under the load of F = Fmax for the before-OL, after-OL, max-ret, and 50%-ret. samples/conditions. The eyy

strain profile under the OL of F = FOL = 2Fmax is included for reference. Note that the local maxima of these curves (near x = 0) will be used in the
discussion which follows. (Not the x-axis is the same as in Figs. 8a and 8c).

Fig. 8c. A comparison of the Deyy strain range profiles for the before-OL, after-OL, max-ret, and 50%-ret samples/conditions. Note that the local maxima
of these curves (near x = 0) will be used in the discussion which follows.

Fig. 9. A summary of the near-crack-tip values of eyy(F = 0), eyy(F =
Fmax), Deyy(F = 0 to F = Fmax), eyy(F = FOL) and eyy(ave) = {eyy(F =
Fmax) + eyy(F = 0)}/2 plotted versus crack tip position, measured relative
to the overload.
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retardation effect, compared to the constant amplitude
rate. The crack growth rate OL effect in our case is not
‘‘ideal’’ in the sense that it does not quite recover to the
pre-overload rate far beyond the overload point. This
experimental effect is not uncommon and will not be
addressed here.

Fig. 9 displayed the experimental values of eyy(at
F = Fmax) and Deyy(between F = 0 and F = Fmax) at the
position of the crack tip plotted versus the crack length.
The values of these crack tip strains have been normalized
to their values before the overload point in order to provide
the fractional changes in the strain parameters, as a func-
tion of proximity to the overload position. The data for
the normalized values of eyy(at F = Fmax) {labeled [eyy(F-

max)]norm in the figure}, and Deyy(between F = 0 and
F = Fmax) {labeled [Deyy]norm in the figure} at various crack
lengths are superimposed with the normalized da/dN curve
plotted in Fig. 10.

For the purpose of discussion, we follow the proposal of
Noroozi et al. [2] who characterized the crack growth rate
driving force with the expression da/dN � a[(Kmax)1�p

(DK)p]c. Here p and c are derived from materials constants;
i.e., are not empirical fit parameters. For 4140 steel speci-
mens studied here, the estimates of p = 0.83 and c = 3 have
been made [15]. Our experiments have of course measured
only the local strains but, as noted above, we posit that the
behavior of eyy and Deyy are indicators of ryy and Dryy

behavior. Therefore, when eyy and Deyy are evaluated at
the tip position, they are indicators of the behavior of the
crucial parameters Kmax and DK. Proceeding on this
assumption, a series of observations and inferences can
be made.

Referring to Fig. 10, the most striking correlation is that
between the position and magnitude of the overload

induced anomaly in da/dN and the magnitude and position
of the dip in the [Deyy]norm points. This strongly supports
the dominant contribution of the (DK)p to the overload
retardation effect. Moreover, noting that [D eyy]norm was
essentially unchanged immediately after the overload and
manifests a delayed depression, correlates with the delay
in the overload da/dN retardation effect. The inference here
is that the delay in the suppression of DK causes the delay
in the overload da/dN anomaly. Similarly, the fact that
[eyy(Fmax)]norm is immediately depressed after the overload,
whereas the da/dN anomaly onsets more slowly, is consis-
tent with the (Kmax)1�p term playing a relatively minor role
in the crack growth driving force.

Encouraged by these qualitative correlations, it is
worthwhile taking the comparison one step further by com-
paring the full expression [{[eyy(Fmax)]norm}1�p{[Deyy]-

norm}p]c, with p = 0.83 and c = 3, to the [da/dN]norm in
Fig. 10. The overall striking agreement between this trial
expression and the crack growth rate behavior is probably
fortuitously good in view of the assumptions made and the
limitations of the experimental data. The disparity between
the model and the data immediately after the overload
(caused by the large effect in [eyy (Fmax)]norm) should be
noted. Nevertheless, pending continued critical model
assessment and more detailed experimental work the agree-
ment appears highly supportive of the fundamental model-
ing methods being applied by G. Glinka and coworkers.

5. Conclusions

This paper clearly demonstrates that synchrotron-based
EDXRD measurements are eminently suitable for mapping
the local strain fields in the vicinity of fatigue crack tips.
Moreover, the small spatial scales and in-situ load depen-
dences probed by this technique provide substantial insight
into the fundamental understanding of fatigue crack
growth. The direct correlation of the experimental fatigue
crack growth rate (da/dN) after an overload, with the evo-
lution of the near-crack-tip strain fields has been crucial in
this study. Near the crack tip, immediately after the over-
load, the maximum strain is strongly suppressed while
the strain range remains unchanged. For a sample fatigued
after OL, to the maximum retardation condition, the strain
range is dramatically suppressed, whereas the maximum
strain has begun to recover. Thus, the overload retardation
effect appears dominated by the strain range and, by infer-
ence, DK. Indeed, quantitative support for the crack
growth rate modeling of Glinka et al. [15], which is also
dominated by DK, has been shown. For the sample exhib-
iting maximum retardation, a dramatic nonlinear load-
dependence in the spatial distribution of the strain has been
demonstrated. Specifically, for loads less than about 0.7
Fmax the strain field response is dominantly at the overload
position, whereas at loads greater than this, the strain field
response is dominantly at the crack tip position. Thus, this
transfer of load response, away from the crack tip and to
the overload position, appears fundamental to the overload

Fig. 10. A superposition of the crack growth rate da/dN and the at-crack-
tip values of eyy(Fmax), and of the strain range Deyy. The values for these
parameters are plotted for the before-OL (b), after-OL (a), max-ret, and
50%-ret samples/conditions. The abscissa is the crack length referenced
with respect to the overload point. All of the ordinate values have been
normalized to those just before the overload so that fractional changes can
be compared (hence the label ‘‘norm’’ applied to all of the variables). Also
plotted is the ‘‘model’’ expression [{[eyy(Fmax)]norm} 1�p{[Deyy]norm}p]c with
p = 0.83 and c = 3 [12].
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retardation effect for loading with high R ratios, where low
loading is a significant portion of the fatigue cycle.
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